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Women's Work is the first international invitational exhibition hosted by Politits Art 
Coalition: a group of six artists including Lindsey Collier, Melissa Huang, Kristina 
Kaiser, Rebecca Lomuto, Jacquelyn O’Brien, and Tina Starr. As part of our mission to 
support women in the arts, the Politits Art Coalition has invited over forty women artists 
to participate in this pop-up exhibition at The Yards! We intend to amplify our voices by 
coming together. In a world and industry that still favors the masculine, we hope to show 
just what women artists can do.  
 
 
Opening Reception: Friday, March 10, 2017 from 6–9pm 
Spoken word performance from 7–7:15pm 
Musical performance from 7:30–8pm 
 
Open Studio Hours: Saturday, March 11, 2017 from 10am–2pm 
Tits Talk Round Table Discussion: Sunda, March 12, 2017 from 5–7pm 
 
 
Exhibiting Artists: 
Mandi Antonucci, Jeanne Raffer Beck, Marisa Bruno, Kira Buckel, Kayla Carpitalla, 
Amanda Chestnut, Ellina Chetverikova, Caitlyn Childress, Victoria Connors, Nicole 
Cooke, Rachel Cunkelman, Melanie Fisher, Jackie Evangelisti, Ali Feser, Judy 
Gohringer, Maddy Jason, Olivia Kim, Yoonjee Kwak, Melania Lanzini, Sarah Rose 
Lejeune, Cara Luddy, Jeannette McDunnah, Heather McKay, Madison Moore, Erin 
Murphy, Marisa Nowodworski, Lauren Noelle Oliver, Anna Overmoyer, Jina Park, 
Andrea Pawarski, Janet Pelechaty, Lea Rizzo, Emily Roth, Tina Rott, Stacey Rowe, 
Maria Victoria Savka, Domenica de la Torre, Amber Tracy, Lauren Tucci, Robin 
Whiteman, and Sabra and Beckett Wood. 

 



 
 

MANDI ANTONUCCI 
 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
After receiving two Bachelor degrees in Studio Art and Art History and a Masters in Art 
Education, I became a high school art teacher by day and an artist by night. I think of my 
work as a visual memoir of my struggles and achievements.  I explore the themes of loss, 
family, mental illness, and the fragility of life.  I strive to find meaning in contradictions, 
and to make connections between both the pivotal and mundane moments of life with the 
use of symbolism and simplicity. 
 
While I use a variety of mediums, I primarily enjoy using Graphite Pencil and 
Prismacolor Pencils on paper and wood. I still live in Upstate New York, surrounded by 
corn fields and distant horizon lines, with my husband and two children.   
 
http://www.mandiantonucci.com 
 
Instagram: @skywardagain 
	



	
	

JEANNE RAFFER BECK 
 
Biography: 
Jeanne Raffer Beck is a mixed media artist who lives, breathes, eats and sleeps creative 
process. She is drawn to mixing mediums and working abstractly. Regionally she’s been 
in three Rochester Finger Lakes Exhibitions as well as Burchfield Penney’s Art in Fine 
Craft 2015 exhibition in Buffalo. She has work in private and public collections including 
U of R’s Gleason Library and MacVittie Student Center at SUNY Geneseo. She is an 
exhibiting member of the Buffalo Society of Artists.  
 
Artist Statement: 
“Traces” is one of the newest mixed media pieces in the Fluttering Pages series, which 
consider the passage of time and its effect on personal identities and memories through 
remnants of handwritten letters, journals and diaries. 
 
http://www.jeannebeck.com 
 
Instagram: @jeannebeckstudio 



	
	

MARISA BRUNO 
 
Biography: 
Marisa Bruno is an oil painter living and working in Rochester, NY. She graduated from 
SUNY Fredonia with a BFA in Painting in 2015. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Distance explores the growth of a young woman as she navigates the difficulties and joys 
of growing up and becoming more independent. As her confidence increases she travels 
and explores while still recalling her beginnings. 
 
http://www.marisabruno.weebly.com 
 
https://www.facebook.com/MarisaBrunoArt 
 
Instagram: @marisabrunoart 



	
	

KIRA BUCKEL 
 
Biography: 
Kira Buckel is a painter and recent graduate of Bard College, where she received her BA 
in Studio Art. She has participated in residencies at the Vermont Studio Center and at 
Main Street Arts in Clifton Springs, NY. 
 
Artist Statement: 
My paintings explore the everyday, especially places that I know well. I use paint and 
painted collaged paper to find a new reality in the spaces that I recreate. Through painting 
I hope to transform what is seen into what is imagined and felt. 
 
http://www.kirabuckel.com 
 
Instagram: @kirabuckel 

	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	

KAYLA CARPITELLA 
 
Biography: 
Kayla Carpitella is an artist and designer who works in traditional craft processes 
including ceramics and textiles. Her work often addresses issues related to social equality 
and environmental sustainability. She has worked as the Studio Manager of the Textile 
Arts Center in Brooklyn and now runs Homeschool Studios in Rochester, NY. 
 
http://www.kaylacarpitella.com 
 
 
 
 
 



AMANDA CHESTNUT 
 
Biography: 
Amanda Chestnut obtained her MFA in Visual Studies from Visual Studies Workshop in 
Rochester (2015). She has held residencies at VSW, the Center for Photography at 
Woodstock, and Genesee Center for the Arts & Education. Her work has exhibited across 
New York, most recently at Davis Orton Gallery in Hudson. 
 
Artist Statement: 
It has been nearly two years since my professor and mentor, Rick Hock, became ill. 
While he was alive, I took to heart his advice to explore what the image is capable of 
beyond the photograph. Instead of taking photographs of my own, I have been using 
archives and alternative processes. Through this, I examine race and identity, bridging the 
gap between historic (and often horrifying) narratives and contemporary experiences. 
Using family archives I am exploring a complete portrait of individuals and of the self. I 
am learning more about the legacy of terror that we are not taught, but that still continues 
to impact our day-to-day lives. 
 
www.amandachestnut.com 
 
Instagram: @mandanut 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	
	

ELLINA CHETVERIKOVA 
 
Biography: 
I am currently residing in Cincinnati Oh, USA. I have immigrated from Ukraine in 2007. 
Received BFA from art Academy of Cincinnati, and MFA from Rochester Institute of 
Technology, NY. Currently Artist in Residence at the Manifest Gallery, Cincinnati OH. 
 
Artist Statement: 
I am an artist from Ukraine based in Cincinnati Oh. My work is based on 
autobiographical happenings which I sum up and express through the work. Working 
with a variety of mediums, depending on the story, I embody the transcendence of 
personal experience in the work as a personal visual diary. 
 
http://www.ellinart.com 
 
Instagram: @ellinachetverikova 

	
	



	
	

CAITLYN CHILDRESS 
 
Biography: 
Caitlyn is a senior at the University of Rochester, studying Studio Art. Originally from 
Chicago, she moved to Rochester for college and will be attending the Warner School for 
graduate studies in Human Development, with research in Art Therapy, next year. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Caitlyn starts by watering down some savory acrylics and applying them to the canvas in 
organic, natural shapes that flow into sometimes heavy or light bodies of pigment. 
Everything she makes, she does without thinking. Once each piece is done she decodes 
its true meaning. 
 
http://www.caitlynchildress.com 
 
http://www.caitlynchildress.tumblr.com 
 
 



	
	

VICTORIA CONNORS 
 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
Growing up in the Finger Lakes, the regional terrain has shown me the peace and beauty 
of nature. I have always enjoyed the process of creating, using landscape and surrealism 
as my main passions for expression. 
 
I was first introduced to fiber arts and needle felting in June 2014 while volunteering in 
Rochester. I saw an inspiring felting demonstration, and from there I began creating my 
own needle felt paintings and pushing myself to new limits with this medium. My 
inspirations are the landscapes that I see in my local community of the Finger Lakes 
Region and travels across the country. Majority of my felt paintings represent scenes 
from Cayuga, Seneca and Cananandaigua Lake. I took a trip to Yellowstone National 
Park which has inspired me to start a national park felt series as well. Nature and my own 
life experiences, has all inspired and influenced my works of art. Nature is my center and 
capturing the beauty of nature is my mediation. I do as much of my landscape outside in 
the very environment that I am capturing. I plan to keep pushing my boundaries of needle 
felting by doing more large scale felts that highlight 3-d relief aspects with striking 
details. 
 
http://www.victoriaconnors.com 
https://www.facebook.com/victoriaconnorsfeltart  
Instagram: @victoria_connors_fiber_artist	



NICOLE COOKE 
 
Biography: 
Nicole Cooke is a photographer, graphic designer, and printmaker living and working in 
Buffalo, NY. She is an active member at the Western New York Book Arts Center, where 
she prints her letterpress work, and volunteers for community events. Nicole recently 
hosted a solo exhibition titled “Split Fountain” in 2016, featuring her works of letterpress 
and calligraphy, at the artist collaborative ShopCraft where her work is regularly 
available for sale. “Split Fountain” was featured on the popular blog Yeah! Buffalo as 
well as local newspaper The Public. Nicole has also had letterpress work featured in a 
number of local artisan makers, and the 2017 group show “Process” at Project 308 
Gallery. Currently, Nicole is Communications & Development Strategist at Valu Home 
Centers, where she works in community relations, PR, and graphic design. She lives in 
the Elmwood Village with her partner Mike West, and their two mischievous cats.  
 
www.nicolecookephoto.com 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RACHEL CUNKELMAN 
	
Artist Statement: 
Transitioning through various phases of watercolors and oil pigments, I primarily paint 
female figures, nature-infused still-lifes and earthen abodes. I paint females because we 
are beautiful, powerful and mystical creatures. The visual infusion of figures, foliage and 
nature is my truth in my art. My recent watercolor series of bohemian beauties features 
confident women exuding attitude, casualness, and grace. Each painting brings me closer 
to the next, closer to myself, and closer to my fellow females. My watercolors and oil 
paintings are loose and expressive with calligraphic marks and confident lines. My mark-
making in an of itself is a representation of who I am as a casual, confident, questioning 
woman.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	
	

JACKIE EVANGELISTI 
 
Biography: 
Jackie lives in Rochester, NY, with her houseplant and a symbiotic urchin named Pat. 
Jackie loves making people laugh out loud with her comics. She wants people to choke 
on their food, shoot milk from their noses, and convulse until the buttons burst off their 
shirts.  
 
Artist Statement: 
Humor has always been my craft. As the youngest and smallest in my family I required 
humor to survive without upper body strength. It took a long time to find my voice 
through comics, but luckily I can turn my partner into a target and a slave. He is writing 
this right now in exchange for a beer. 
 
http://www.underpantsandoverbites.com 
 
https://www.facebook.com/underpantsandoverbites 
 
Instagram: @underpantsandoverbites 

	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	

ALI FESER 
 
Biography: 
A practicing artist and PhD candidate in Anthropology at the University of Chicago, Ali 
Feser is currently wrapping up three years of field research in Rochester on the social 
history of Eastman-Kodak. Her work considers Kodak film—at once a chemical process, 
a corporate infrastructure, and medium of the imagination—as a cipher for revealing 
historical transformations in the organization of capital, the production of images, and the 
American dreams of the good life at the tail end of the analog era. 
 
Artist Statement: 
This image was made by soaking and then developing exposed film in water from the 
Genesee River. It is part of an ongoing performance piece exploring the materiality of 
photochemistry and the ecological aftereffects of its industrial production. 

	
	
	
	
	



	
	

MELANIE FISHER 
 
Biography: 
Melanie Fisher is a resident artist at Buffalo Arts Studio who recently graduated from 
Buffalo State College. Using influences from the natural world, Melanie creates ceramic 
sculpture that reference universal issues and emotions. 
 
Artist Statement: 
I spend time researching a wide range of influences before I start a body of work. I write 
down as many connections as I can between seemingly unrelated events, emotions and 
memories. The connections are visually represented and transcend language, becoming a 
relatable comprehensive thought about the human condition. 
 
http://www.melaniefisherclay.com 
 
Instagram: @mel_beth_fish 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



JUDY GOHRINGER 
 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
Much of my inspiration for my painting comes from the north country in Canada. This is 
where I spent summers canoe camping and loving nature. Other influences have been 
abstract expressionism, the work of indigenous peoples and Outsider art. I paint in 
acrylics with the use oil sticks and pastels and occasionally I work in encaustic. My love 
of color and texture, with the use of strong lines, dominate most of my compositions. 
Much of my work is non-objective, while some is recognizable and stylized. 
 
I am a retired RCSD art teacher and have a studio in the Anderson Arts Building. My 
work can also be found at The Gallery Store (Memorial Art Gallery) and ShopOne2 
(R.I.T.). 
 
www.judygohringer.com 
 

 
 
 

 
 

	



	
	

MADDY JASON 
 
Biography: 
Maddy Jason is a multidisciplinary artist from Buffalo, NY pursuing her BFA at the 
Rochester Institute of Technology.  Maddy works primarily with sculpture and 
printmaking, using found objects, animals, and detritus as her inspirations.  
 
Artist Statement: 
I find myself drawn to the possum, I admire how it finds usefulness in trash, and I 
identify with its reclusive, eccentric nature.  This illustration is a self-portrait; the possum 
is wearing a jacket with patches on it inspired by my own jackets.  I too like to use things 
that others have thrown away, such as art materials found in the trash, and clothes 
purchased at thrift stores.  I believe recycling and reusing material is akin to natural 
cycles of decomposition and regeneration. 
 
http://maddyjason95.wixsite.com/maddyjason 
 
 
 



	
	

OLIVIA KIM 
 
Biography: 
Olivia Kim is a figure sculptor based in Rochester, NY.  She works with clay, bronze and 
cast glass.  After graduating with her BFA at Alfred School of Art & Design, she spent 
nine years in Italy, studying and later working on public and private art 
commissions.  Her recent projects concentrate on the movement of the body; inspiration 
coming from Futurpointe Dance and the Bessie Award and Tony Award-winning Garth 
Fagan Dance Company. Olivia’s artwork is displayed in Europe, Australia and the USA. 
Her work is represented at Harbor Square Gallery in Rockland, Maine and Gormley’s 
Gallery in Dublin, Ireland.  Olivia teaches classes and workshops in drawing, anatomy 
and sculpture. 
 
Artist Statement: 
My work is an exploration of human movement.  Observations of a range of different live 
models that the emotional and psychological constitution of a person is reflected in their 
movement vocabulary.  Aside from anatomical and biomechanic study which are 
theoretical, I practice many types of dance from contemporary to social, in order to 
develop a biokinematic lexicon within my own mind/body.  Actual experience allows me 
to viscerally connect with what my subjects are experiencing.  
 
http://www.oliviakimstudio.com 
https://www.facebook.com/oliviakimstudio  
Instagram: @oliviakimstudio 



 
 

YOONJEE KWAK 
 
Biography: 
Originally from South Korea, Yoonjee Kwak currently is a resident artist at School for 
American Crafts in Rochester Institute of Technology where she studied her MFA in 
Ceramics. In 2016, she has been selected as an Emerging Artist from Ceramics Monthly 
magazine, and is one of the Summer resident artist in Archie Bray Foundation, Helena 
MT. 
 
Artist Statement: 
My sculptural vessel form represents human beings as iconic symbols of the Korean 
culture; when people talk about someone’s personality,'vessel' is a metaphor for one's 
spirit of tolerance.  I am developing mytheme through from big sculptures and small 
utilitarian pieces by hand building. 
 
http://www.yoonjeekwak.com 
 
Instagram: @yoonjee_kwak 



 
 

MELANIA LANZINI 
 
Biography: 
Italian artist Melania Lanzini since the mid-90's bases her research on performance, video 
and cine installations with high-impact visual and sonic aspects, in which the body plays 
a central role. Her performances explore the limits of the body in relation to the 
possibilities of the mind, marking an important moment in the Italian contemporary art 
scene of those years. Her cine installations have laid the groundwork for new 
experimentation with analogue systems in making moving images, super 8 and 16mm, 
creating evocative installations where cinematic action is combined with taking the body 
to extremes. Her works have been exhibited in national and international contemporary 
art galleries, video festivals and museums. Since 2010, she combines her artistic activity 
with organizing cultural events and exhibitions with the aim of fostering the 
multidisciplinary nature of the arts and knowledge of contemporary art.  
 
Artist Statement: 
Disgregazione is a video in which the slow, almost imperceptible "disintegration" of form 
and matter inexorably happens. It is a documentation of a world that falls apart beyond 
repair, a metaphor for a more realistic loss of social and personal identity where the 
sound environments, made by audio and voices taken from the daily life, create an 
acoustic chaos destabilizing the viewer. In the video, the images are juxtaposed with 
garish colors, like a small theater in the balance between the imaginary and the golden 
world of childhood; a perfect love between the prince and his princess that does not leave 
room for any happy ending but only to the cancellation of any kind of idealization. 



 

 
 

SARAH ROSE LEJEUNE 
 
Biography: 
Sarah Rose Lejeune is a papermaker, sculptor, printmaker from Massachusetts. She has 
been fairly itinerant the past few years, following various opportunities at The Morgan 
Conservatory in Cleveland, OH, The Women’s Studio Workshop in Rosendale, NY, The 
Dirt Palace in Providence, RI, Dieu Donné in Brooklyn, NY, and more.... She will be a 
little more still starting in March of 2017 when she begins the Core Fellowship Program 
at Penland School of Crafts in North Carolina. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Making primarily between papermaking, sculpture and printmaking, Sarah Rose’s most 
recent work acts as a quietly humorous meditation on nostalgia. She uses handmade 



paper as a reminiscent substance both in its history and material physicality. Sarah Rose 
treats paper as ancient, literary, and ephemeral, a material both fragile and strong, that 
stubbornly holds human imprint. Grappling with the harshness of impermanence and the 
discomfort of solidity, Sarah Rose's work expresses a contained landscape between 
growth and disintegration. Her work’s humor is a practice in mourning, a painstaking and 
obsessive longing to remember the imperceptible, to preserve damage, or recapture that 
which is lost. 
 
Tender (but limerent) was originally made as a part of the Tenderness Project organized 
by Trina Powers and Nina Ruelle in Providence, RI. This piece is a meticulous 
construction of real and imagined humming bird bones. The bones fit together into a 
skeleton of sorts, although live disparately in a handmade flax paper box. (materials: 
Handmade over-beaten abaca and flax papers dyed with logwood, stretched over brass, 
copper and steel wire armatures). 
 
http://www.sarahroselejeune.com 
 
Instagram: @__srose__ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

CARA LUDDY 
 
Biography: 
Cara Luddy graduated from Syracuse University in 2014 with a B.F.A. in Illustration. 
She currently lives in Syracuse, NY and works at the Robert P. Kinchen Central Library 
as a Communications Assistant while also pursuing freelance illustration work.  
 
Artist Statement: 
I strive to validate my feelings by putting them down on paper. It’s not just some big dark 
secret; this is my life, this is who I am. I don’t have to be ashamed of mental illness and 
sexual trauma, drawing just lets me feel human. 
 
http://www.caraluddy.com 
 
http://www.caraluddy.tumblr.com 
 



 
 

JEANNETTE MCDUNNAH 
 
Biography: 
Jeannette McDunnah holds a BFA in printmaking from Maine College of Art. She has 
lived and worked in New Haven, CT, Portland, ME, Sacramento, CA, Portland, OR, and 
currently, Rochester, NY. Her work reflects her surroundings and experiences. Taking 
small moments in time and capturing the beauty in the mundane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HEATHER MCKAY 
 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
Heather McKay is a fine-art documentary style photographer who specializes in offbeat 
weddings, film lifestyle photography and small business consulting. She thrives in the 
chaotic and fast pace of the wedding day, documenting little noticed moments for her 
couples and has consistently straddled the line between savvy businesswoman and funky 
artist. 
 
Burning Boots is an art concept and collaboration with an Americana bluegrass band of 
the same name. My vision for the piece is to remind you of dusty roads, hopping trains 
with just a knapsack and a dream, leaving a haunting quality on the pallet.  
 
www.mckaysphotography.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	
	
	
 



 
 

MADISON MOORE 
 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
Madison Moore is a recent BFA graduate of Alfred University and a Photographer, 
Studio Artist and Maker from Western New York. Madison currently lives in Brooklyn, 
NY and is finding her community through trial and error, social media, and mutual 
appreciation for intersectionalism, queer life, and awe. 
 
Once previously acting upon a need for understanding a queer application of 
photography, my work now acts within the subversion of the history of photography itself 
in order to make it queer. Using in studio lighting as well as in camera photography, RGB 
color photography and large format film I seek to question a historically male saturated 
artistic practice. 
 
http://www.madisonmmoore.com 
 
Instagram: @madslcrats 



 
 

ERIN MURPHY 
 
Biography: 
Erin Murphy is an artist from New York, now living and working in Baltimore. She 
earned her BFA in Printmaking from SUNY Purchase in 2013. She is interested in quiet 
corners of domestic environments, how people arrange their possessions, and light and 
shadow.  
 
http://cargocollective.com/erin-murphy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
MARISA NOWODWORSKI 

 
Biography/Artist Statement: 
For years, I’ve dealt with a vast amount of nonsense while working behind a bar. From 
belligerent men begging for attention with crude words, to underestimating my ability to 
mix a drink, to being in a position where I have lost the job to a man, solely because they 
“didn’t want to have to worry about leaving a woman alone.” Above all, I have dealt with 
harassment in all forms, and for years I have refused to listen. Eventually it builds up, and 
turns in to a problem. This is the solution. 
 
Marisa Nowodworski lives and works in Rochester, NY. She has graduated from the 
Rochester Institute of Technology with a Bachelors in Fine Art Studio, focusing on her 
work in acrylic and oil painting, as well as her craft in functional sculpture. 
 
www.marisanowodworski.tumblr.com 
 
Instagram: @thistleandspine 
 
 
 
 

	



 
 

LAUREN NOELLE OLIVER 
 
Biography: 
Lauren Oliver is a native New Yorker whose initial training in fashion design sparked her 
interest in photography. Her works are mostly a mixture of still lifes and self-portraits. 
She derives her inspiration from memories, colors, and textiles. Photography is her 
avenue to making her childhood memories tangible: events, people, and traditions. 
Lauren earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Photography from SUNY Purchase. 
 
http://www.lauren-noelle-oliver.squarespace.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

ANNA OVERMOYER 
 
Biography: 
I have wanted to be an illustrator ever since I figured out that was a thing a person could 
be. I went to RIT for it. Then I got distracted and was a bum in Ireland for a year. Now I 
work in a cafe.  
 
Artist Statement: 
I am a traditional and dimensional illustrator.  On the traditional side I paint with 
watercolor and ink. On the dimensional side I create puppets and sculptures. My work is 
rich in expressive characters with a flare of the fantastical. 
 
http://www.annasketchstudio.com 
 
Instagram: @lunagallery216	
	
	
 



JINA PARK 
 
Artist Statement: 
Through my figures I express the inevitable pain and beauty of human existence.  I use 
the human and animal body part form and fabric media to dramatize the contrasts 
between the hard dualities I experience in life. 
 
www.etsy.com/shop/moyalazyfactory 
 
Instagram: @moyalazyfactory 
 
 

 

	



 
 

ANDREA PAWARSKI 
 
Biography: 
Andrea Pawarski was born in Buffalo, New York where her fondest memories come from 
being immersed in the outdoors. Her artistic exploration began as she became mindful of 
her environment and all of nature’s grand and subtle treasures. Sketching became a 
primary outlet for the inspiration she found within nature. However, it wasn’t until 
Andrea engaged her work in clay that she began to form a deep relationship with our 
geological world. Today, Andrea mainly works in clay and finds that the versatility of 
this medium helps her to fully express her fascination with the complex textures and 
patterns that weather and erosion has created upon different landscapes. Her work is 
known for referencing specific landscapes and geologic formations with a conceptual 
perspective.  
 
Andrea balances being an educator as well as a working artist. She began her desire to 
teach while instructing art classes for children in her community as a young adult. She 
enjoys helping her students find their unique voice in art. She has since developed her 
education experience through her studies at Syracuse University and teaching art to the 
elementary students at the Charter School of Inquiry in Buffalo, NY. She received a BFA 
in both Art Education and Ceramics in 2014 from Syracuse University. Today, she is 
currently finishing her final semester for her Masters in the Multidisciplinary Studies at 
SUNY Buffalo State. 
 
 



Artist Statement: 
Our landscape is dynamic. It folds and collides. It collects and divides. It bubbles, grows 
and bulges are exposed. Our landscape is constantly transforming with new dramatic 
structures. Similar to it, my work is always in a state of flux. I have continuously been 
inspired by the diverse surfaces created in our environment. Each mark and formation 
constructed has a unique history and a story to tell. I am curious about unlocking the 
mysteries of these stories and learning about how such impressive landscapes have 
developed over time.  
 
While studying various landscapes, I develop my own mark making and earthy forms to 
speak towards a personal narrative. My narrative takes interest in how each human 
relationship we encounter in life takes us through a journey. I look at how human 
relationships unfold in a similar way to how our landscape develops. Human 
relationships evolve, persist, and deteriorate over time in unique ways that I find 
fascinating to relate in the language of clay and geology. 
 
http://www.andreapawarski.com 
 
Instagram: @andreaalynne 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LEA RIZZO 
 

Lea Rizzo, a Rochester native, has over 12 years of tattoo experience. She is a member of 
Sweet Meat Co., a local artist collective, whose members work together to design and 
install local murals. 
 
Along with Sarah Rutherford, Lea founded The Yards Collaborative Art Space in 2011. 
Located at the Rochester Public Market, The Yards serves as artist studios and exhibition 
space.  
 
www.artbylea.tumblr.com 
 
Instagram: @lea_yolanda 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

EMILY ROTH 
 
Biography: 
E. Roth has a bold body of work influenced by the cycle of growth and deterioration.  
 
Artist Statement: 
Broken down into fragments. Reconstructed. Sewn shut with a new burden attached. 
There is no permanent relief. The weight remains and intensifies. Uphill, downhill, 
uphill... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

TINA ROTT 
 
Biography: 
Tina Rott studied Sculpture and Design at Buffalo State college, where she gained a 
appreciation for making and the vast world of raw materials. During her education she 
was able to establish a strong sculptural aesthetic based primarily on material 
relationships and handling. After spending a few years as an art handler at the Albright 
Knox Art Museum, she got a full time job, a house and a husband, and is ready to find 
her way back to fine art. She currently lives and creates artwork and functional items at 
her home in Alden New York, with her husband and beloved dogs. 
 
Artist Statement: 
All materials have inherent qualities, both physically, and symbolically. Once I learn 
what materials are capable of, and how they are traditionally perceived, I can push them 
past their typical context and give them a new identity in my work.  I find that coupling 
natural earthy materials with man-made industrial materials can often confuse ones sense 
of expectation or predictability. I am interested in the viewer’s reaction to these materials 
taking on roles that wouldn’t normally be expected. I am striving to generate a sense of 
curiosity and surprise from my audience: first attracting them to a well crafted, 
aesthetically pleasing forms and then revealing to them that the objects in front of them 
are not what they perceived them to be. 
 
http://www.tinarott.weebly.com 
 
http://www.etsy.com/shop/RottByHand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

STACEY ROWE 
 
Biography: 
Originally from the Syracuse area, I received my B.S. in Studio Art and M.S. in Art 
Therapy from Nazareth College. I am the editor-at-large at (585) magazine and work as 
an independent writer and public relations/ marketing consultant. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Working with a vibrant acrylic palette, I incorporate imagery from my life, local people 
and places, celebrities, and pop culture. I often give animals and inanimate objects human 
qualities, which creates an unconventional juxtaposition of fantasy and everyday life. 
There are typically multi-layered messages and humorous undertones in my paintings. 
 
http://www.staceyrowe.com 
 
Instagram and Twitter: @ladysensory 
 
 



 
 

MARIA VICTORIA SAVKA 
 
Biography: 
Maria Victoria Savka is a recent graduate of Rochester Institute of Technology’s BFA in 
Illustration and Fine Arts Studio. Victoria was recently awarded Grand Prize in the 
Maryland Sheep and Wool Festival’s 2016 Poster Contest and was a participant of the 
Society of Illustrator’s 2016 Student Scholarship Show this past May. Her work was also 
included in Art House Press Magazine II for their 2016 issue. She currently lives in 
Rochester doing freelance work from her studio and is in anticipation to pursue her 
Masters in Fine Art in the fall of 2017. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Animals have been my muses for quite sometime. Their fur, feathers, and wool provide 
wonderful texture, but it’s their personalities that shine through. I see printmaking as a 
chance to create different stories through the smallest shifts of color and imagery. 
Through the possibilities of multiples I create variations where I experiment with 
different colors, patterns, and layering of images; pushing each time for a new story or 
mood. 
 
 
 



Drypoint printmaking is a subtractive process, where a sharp, needle-like tool scratches 
into a plate to form an image. It can be seen as a form of etching where no chemical is 
used, thus it has been named ‘dry–point’. Traditionally printmakers use copper plates, but 
currently many use laminated cardboard, zinc, and plexi-glas to create their images. I use 
an exact-o knife for my prints, crosshatching the patterns and images into the plates. 
 
http://www.mariavictoriasavka.com 
 
https://www.facebook.com/mariavictoriasavka  
 
Instagram: @mariavictoriasavka 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

DOMENICA DE LA TORRE 
 
Biography: 
Doménica was born and raised in southern Mexico (b.1986), where the sense of light and 
color has influenced her artistic work as well as her political commentary. Her work has 
been exhibited in Mexico, Italy and the United States. She is currently working in both 
Mexico and Chicago. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Who is an accomplice of the Narco violence?, Who’s fault is it?  
 
These are the collective questions and the silent conversation we currently have in 
Mexico. 
 
We pretend to dissociate our civil responsibility from our context. 
 
We pretend that by pointing to the other, we can disconnect ourselves from a political and 
socio-cultural crisis. 
 
We pretend to wash our hands. 
 
http://www.domenicadelatorre.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

ROBIN WHITEMAN 
 
Biography: 
Robin has been working with clay since the age of 11. Since receiving her degree in 
ceramics at RIT’s School of American Crafts, she has been a resident at Maine’s 
Watershed Center for Ceramic Arts, and RIT, and has taught extensively throughout the 
greater Rochester area. Her work is shown nationally and collected internationally. A line 
of Robin’s sculptures is currently sold through Michele Varian in Soho, NY. She lives in 
the finger lakes of New York with husband, child, and goats. 
 
Artist Statement: 
This work is an ongoing exploration of consciousness. As humans we live in a world of 
polarities. It seems to me as though these apparent opposites are growing more extreme 
and vocal, whether coming from the natural environment, human culture, or our inner 
mind states. Clay is the perfect medium for me to connect thought and form. Each piece 
becomes a meditation on how I can bring more acceptance and love to the seeming 
divides within and around me. I merge religious iconography, children’s stories, myth 
and personal imagery to create these works. I choose to use little or no color in order to 
simplify and preserve line quality and instead allow the radiance of the vitrified clay to 
bring the piece to life. The diminutive	size keeps the work personal, like a treasure or 
talisman. Small and quiet, yet potent. 
 
http://www.robinwhiteman.com 
Instagram: @robinwhiteman 



 
 

SABRA AND BECKETT WOOD OF CAT CLAY 
 
Biography: 
Cat Clay was founded by the Dalai Kitten, and is currently owned by Beckett Wood, a 
gorgeous calico. Sabra Wood is her mediocre servant and sole employee. We have been 
making pots since 2001, when Sabra developed organic brain disease & left corporate 
America. 
 
Artist Statement: 
Cat Clay makes pottery and sculpture, under the able direction of our feline president, 
Beckett Wood. Our picture pots tell stories, with images we design and fire onto our own 
pottery and vintage china. Our images are often sweetly seditious. And several feature 
cats, honoring our founder, Clifton. 
 
http://www.catclay.com 
https://www.facebook.com/catclayroc 
Instagram: @cat.clay 


